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We have prepared Ag back electrode by screen printing technique and developed MOCVD ZnO/screen printed Ag back reflector
for flexible thin film silicon solar cell application. A discontinuity and poor contact interface between theMOCVDZnO and screen
printed Ag layers caused poor open circuit voltage (𝑉oc) and low fill factor (FF); however, an insertion of a thin sputtered ZnO layer
at the interface could solve this problem. The n type hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) film is preferable for the deposition
on the surface of MOCVD ZnO film rather than the microcrystalline film due to its less sensitivity to textured surface, and this
allowed an improvement in the FF.The n-i-p flexible amorphous silicon solar cell using the MOCVD ZnO/screen printed Ag back
reflector showed an initial efficiency of 6.2% with 𝑉oc = 0.86V, 𝐽sc = 12.4mA/cm2, and FF = 0.58 (1 cm2). The identical quantum
efficiency and comparable performance to the cells using conventional sputtered Ag back electrode have verified the potential of
the MOCVD ZnO/screen printed Ag back reflector and possible opportunity to use the screen printed Ag thick film for flexible
thin film silicon solar cells.

1. Introduction

Researches regarding silicon solar cells prepared on flexible
substrates such as polymer and stainless steel using n-i-p
structure are of interest and have been intensively developed
by many research groups [1–6]. For an efficient light trapping
in the n-i-p configuration, the textured back reflector scatter-
ing the light backward, which results in an increase in light
path in the absorber layer, is verified to be an effective tech-
nique to enhance short circuit current density (𝐽sc) of the cells
[7]. Our group has reported potential of the zinc oxide (ZnO)
films with naturally grown textured surface by metalorganic
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) technique as a back
reflector of the n-i-p flexible solar cells [8]. Enhancements in
the 𝐽sc and the quantum efficiency results of the cells have ver-
ified high-efficient performance of the MOCVD ZnO/sput-
teredAg back reflector. Since there is no need of an additional
process tomodify the surface of ZnOfilms, this back reflector
has advantages of reducing process time and production cost.

Besides sputtering technique, there are several techniques
that can be used to prepare metal electrodes such as evapo-
ration, ion-plating, and screen printing. Printing techniques
are regarded as solutions to remove costly and complicated
methods such as photolithography and high vacuum pro-
cesses. Screen printingmethod ofmetal electrodes formicro-
electronic applications is used industrially in high volume
production, allowing use of different types of substrates such
as silicon wafer [9, 10] and polymer [11]. This technique has
been applied to silicon wafer based solar cells for a long time
[12, 13]; however, high temperature required for firing metal
paste was not suitable for thin film solar cell process. Recently,
low temperature metal paste has been developed, giving
opportunity to use for thin film solar cells, which was practi-
cally used for electrode formation of thin film copper indium
gallium diselenide (CIGS) solar cells [14].

In this work, we focused on the application of low cost
screen printedAg thick film as a back electrode of flexible thin
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film silicon solar cells and the evaluation of potential of the
MOCVD ZnO/screen printed Ag back reflector. Additional
processes to improve interface between ZnO and Ag layers
and optimization of n layer for depositing upon textured
surface ZnO layer also have been carried out.

2. Experimental Details

2.1. Preparation of Screen Printed Ag and ZnO Films. The Ag
paste used in this study is a commercial low temperature
paste specifically designed for solar cell applications. This Ag
paste is normally employed to screen a front grid electrode
of silicon wafer based and thin film solar cells, but we have
examined new possibility to use it as a back electrode of flex-
ible solar cell on polyimide (PI) substrate and to combine
this printed layer with the MOCVD ZnO film to make an
efficient back reflector. The Ag paste was screened on PI
film by manual machine, fired in air atmosphere at various
firing temperatures and firing times between 120–200∘C and
10–60min, respectively. Sheet resistance of the films was
measured by using a four-point probe. The surface morphol-
ogy was observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Thickness was estimated by using step profilometer and its
uniformity was determined by using the following equation:
(Max − Min)/(Max + Min), where Max and Min are the
maximum and minimum values of film thickness, respec-
tively [15]. Utilizing the above formula, we calculated the
uniformity of film thickness in 10 × 10 cm2 substrate.

In this study, the ZnO films were deposited by two differ-
ent techniques,MOCVD andDC-magnetron sputtering.The
gas mixture of diethylzinc (DEZ) and water (H

2
O) was used

as reactant gas and diborane (B
2
H
6
) was employed as doping

gas for depositing ZnO films by the MOCVD technique. The
report on the properties of the MOCVD ZnO films in this
study is published elsewhere [8]. On the other hand, the sput-
tered ZnO films were prepared by using ZnO target (99.99%
purity) doped with 2wt% aluminum oxide (Al

2
O
3
). These

two different ZnOfilmswere deposited subsequently onto the
screen printed Ag layer; changes in the surface morphology
of the samples have been particularly investigated.

2.2. Fabrication of n-i-p Flexible Silicon Solar Cells. Single
junction n-i-p amorphous silicon solar cells with a struc-
ture of PI/screen printed Ag/MOCVD ZnO/n 𝜇c-Si:H/i a-
Si:H (350 nm)/p a-Si:H/sputtered ZnO/Ag front grid were
fabricated in order to estimate potential as a back electrode of
the screen printed Ag thick film as well as performance of the
MOCVD ZnO/printed Ag back reflector. Amorphous and
microcrystalline silicon thin films were deposited by very
high frequency plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(VHFPECVD) technique using a gasmixture of SiH

4
andH

2
;

phosphine (PH
3
) and trimethylboron (TMB) were employed

as dopant sources for n and p type films, respectively. Cell
active area was 1 cm2. The current-voltage (𝐼-𝑉) characteris-
tics of the solar cells have been investigated under standard
testing conditions—AM1.5, 100mW/cm2, 25∘C—in aWacom
solar simulator.

Improvement of contact interface of the MOCVD ZnO/
screen printed Ag was carried out by an insertion of a thin
sputtered ZnO layer. The thickness for this ZnO interface
layer was varied from 0 to 210 nm, while the thickness and
conditions for other layers in the solar cells were kept as
the same. Single junction n-i-p amorphous silicon solar cells
with three different n layers were prepared and compara-
tively characterized for the purpose of further optimizing
the n layer. Firstly, the n 𝜇c-Si:H single layer with high
conductivity was used and then double layer (seed layer +
n 𝜇c-Si:H) structure was developed. Finally, solar cells using
the n type a-Si:H layer with various doping concentrations
were prepared. In this study, the hydrogen dilution ratio R,
[H
2
]/[SiH

4
], for n type 𝜇c-Si:H and a-Si:H films was not

much different but the plasma power for the n 𝜇c-Si:H was
almost 2.7 times as high as that of the a-Si:H film deposition.
Doping concentration ratio of the a-Si:H films was varied
between 4500 and 12750 ppm. Note that the n layer was
directly deposited on rough surface of theMOCVDZnOfilm
without any additional surface treatment process.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Properties of Screen Printed Ag Thick Films and ZnO/
Screen Printed Ag Double Layer. Thickness of the screen
printed Ag layer was about 25 𝜇m and its uniformity in 10 ×
10 cm2 substrate was determined to be approximately ±8%.
The sheet resistance of the screen printed Ag thick films
strongly depended on the firing temperature and firing time.
It is found that the sheet resistance monotonously decreased
with increasing firing temperature, and longer firing time
seemed to be preferable since it also caused a reduction of
sheet resistance. At 200∘C firing temperature and 60-min
firing time the screen printed Ag thick film showed the sheet
resistance of about 12Ω/square. SEM results reveal that the
screen printed Ag layer is porous film composed of inter-
connected oval-shaped particles, as shown in Figure 1(a),
which is totally different from Figure 1(b) which shows the
sputtered Ag films with high density and smooth surface.
After the sputtered ZnO film was deposited upon the screen
printed Ag layer, surface morphology of the sample did not
show an obvious change. The oval-shaped particles were still
clearly observed; however, the sheet resistance decreased to
10Ω/square and contact surface area of this layer seemed to
increase due to the covering sputtered ZnO particles, as
shown in Figure 1(c). On the other hand, when the MOCVD
ZnO filmwas deposited subsequently over the screen printed
Ag film, the fast-growing MOCVD ZnO film covered the
whole surface of the printed Ag layer, showing pyramid-
like surface morphology, as exhibited in Figure 1(d). The
MOCVD ZnO film with high growth rate is thought to be
more appropriate for the combinationwith the screen printed
Ag back electrode than the sputtered ZnO film, since it can
cover the whole surface of the porous layer, preventing Ag
atom diffusion into thin film silicon layers when applied in
cell structure. Moreover, its naturally textured surface gives
advantage of light scattering function.
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Figure 1: Surface morphology of (a) screen printed Ag on PI, (b) sputtered Ag on PI, (c) sputtered ZnO/screen printed Ag on PI, and (d)
MOCVD ZnO/screen printed Ag on PI.

3.2. Performance of Flexible Silicon Solar Cells Using Screen
Printed Ag

3.2.1. Benefit of the Sputtered ZnO Interface Layer. It was
found that the solar cells using the screen printed Ag film
as a back electrode showed poor 𝑉oc, only 0.60V, and FF as
low as 0.33. Shunt resistance (𝑅sh) was very low while series
resistance (𝑅

𝑠
) was relatively high, indicating poor contact

property of the cell. By attempting to improve screen printed
Ag/MOCVD ZnO interface, we inserted a sputtered ZnO
layer between these two layers with the aim of reducing voids.
Figure 2 shows photovoltaic parameters of the solar cells as
a function of the sputtered ZnO interface layer thickness. It
is clearly shown that the ZnO interface layer is effective in
improving performance of the solar cells; the𝑉oc and FF dra-
matically increased.With increasing interface layer thickness
the 𝑅
𝑠
of the cell seemed to gradually decrease, while the 𝑅sh

showed a rapid increasewhen the interface layerwas inserted;
however, its variation was not dependent on the interface
layer thickness, as shown in Figure 3. The enhancement in
cell performance by inserting the ZnO interface layer was
supposed to be attributed to increased contact surface area at
the interface between the screen printed Ag and theMOCVD
ZnO layers. As can be seen in Figure 1(c), sputtered ZnO
film deposited on the screen printed Ag layer made a small
texture over the oval-shaped particles, leading to an increase
in contact surface area of the screen printed Ag layer. This
additional layer allowed cell efficiency to reach 5.2% with
𝑉oc = 0.84V, 𝐽sc = 11.0mA/cm2 and FF = 0.56; however, all

parameters were still lowwhen compared to the conventional
cells using the sputtered Ag electrode. Relatively low 𝑅sh of
the cells suggested shunt leak, which possibly occurred at
the n 𝜇c-Si:H/MOCVD ZnO interface since microcrystalline
films growing on textured surface tend to possess voids and
nanocracks [5].The film growth is known to depend strongly
on the characteristics of the underlying layers or substrates;
therefore, the MOCVD ZnO might be influenced by the
surface morphology of the printed Ag layer. High-roughness
Ag layer made the surface of the subsequent MOCVD ZnO
layer become rougher, influencing a growth of the n layer
which eventually resulted in more serious shunt leak issue.
Hence, further optimization of the n layer has been carried
out, being described in the next subsection.

3.2.2. Optimization of n Layer. Figure 4 shows photovoltaic
characteristics of the n-i-p flexible solar cells as a function of
the n 𝜇c-Si:H thickness. Filled marks represent results of the
solar cells without seed layer and blank marks stand for the
solar cells using seed layer at the MOCVD ZnO/n 𝜇c-Si:H
interface. Note that here seed layer is an undoped silicon thin
film with the thickness of about 8 nm deposited under high
hydrogen dilution condition. It was found that in the case of
no seed layer the 𝑉oc and FF were obviously low. Significant
improvements of the𝑉oc and FFwere observedwhen the seed
layer was inserted; however, the 𝐽sc tended to decrease when
this double layer, seed layer + n 𝜇c-Si:H layer, was used. The
poor𝑉oc and FF of the cells were supposed to be due to voids
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Figure 2: Photovoltaic parameters of flexible n-i-p amorphous silicon solar cells using the MOCVD ZnO/screen printed Ag back reflector
as a function of thickness of the sputtered ZnO interface layer.
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Figure 3: 𝑅
𝑠
and 𝑅sh of flexible n-i-p amorphous silicon solar

cells using the MOCVD ZnO/screen printed Ag back reflector as
a function of thickness of the ZnO interface layer.

and nanocracks in the n 𝜇c-Si:H layers directly grown on the
textured ZnO layer. Although the n 𝜇c-Si:H films show high
conductivity which preferably makes good contact, the shunt
leak due to voids and nanocranks at the MOCVD ZnO/n 𝜇c-
Si:H interface is a serious issue. The presence of the buffer
layer (seed layer) at the ZnO/n layer interface which allowed
the n 𝜇c-Si layer to grow on an amorphous phase at an initial
step, effectively reducing a creation of voids and cracks at
the ZnO/n layer interface was thought to be a reason for cell

improvement. Suppression of the shunt leak at the ZnO/n
layer interface, was verified by an increase in the 𝑅sh. Even
though the insertion of the seed layer could improve the FF
and 𝑉oc, trade-off against the 𝐽sc should be concerned since
increased film thickness is supposed to cause more optical
loss, by which a decline of the 𝐽sc is reflected.

Way to avoid 𝑉oc losses on textured surface which are
compulsory for light trapping is to use n type a-Si:H layer,
which is less sensitive to substrates morphology and materi-
als. Therefore, we have applied the n type a-Si:H films with
different doping concentration in the solar cells using the
MOCVD ZnO/screen printed Ag back reflector. Seed layer
was not used in this case. We have obtained relatively high
𝑉oc as well as high conversion efficiency at the doping concen-
tration for n layer of about 8000∼11200 ppm, where the films
having relatively high conductivity with wide 𝐸

𝑔
of 1.95 eV

and refractive index (𝑛) of 3.6 at the wavelength of 600 nm
were obtained. Hence, we kept the doping concentration at
9750 ppm and then further varied the thickness of the n a-
Si:H layer. As shown in Figure 5, at the n a-Si:H thickness
of about 24∼27 nm solar cells showed relatively high 𝐽sc and
FF and also high cell conversion efficiency above 6%. With
further increasing n a-Si:H thickness, FF and 𝐽sc tended to
decrease, resulting in a decline of cell efficiency, which was
probably due to increased 𝑅

𝑠
and absorption loss inside the

n layer. Using the a-Si:H films gives benefits of less sensitivity
to the textured surface than the microcrystalline silicon film;
moreover, the wider gap of n type a-Si:H films can reduce
optical losses in the n layer and importantly the band dia-
gram can be favorable for the 𝑉oc. The best initial cell effi-
ciency of 6.2% with 𝑉oc = 0.86V, 𝐽sc = 12.4mA/cm2,
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Figure 4: Photovoltaic parameters of flexible n-i-p amorphous silicon solar cells with (blank mark) and without seed layer (filled marks) as
a function of thickness of the n 𝜇c-Si:H layer.
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Figure 5: Photovoltaic parameters of flexible n-i-p amorphous silicon solar cells as a function of thickness of the n a-Si:H layer.
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Figure 6: Quantum efficiency of flexible n-i-p amorphous silicon
solar cell using sputtered Ag and screen printed Ag back electrode.

and FF = 0.58 was achieved for the cell using n type a-
Si:H film, comparable to the cell with conventional sputtered
Ag electrode [8]. Similar QE of these two cells, as shown
in Figure 6, suggested almost identical performance of the
MOCVD ZnO/sputtered Ag and the MOCVD ZnO/screen
printed Ag back reflector, confirming possible opportunity to
use low cost screen printed Ag for flexible thin film silicon
solar cells.

4. Summary

We have prepared the Ag thick film by screen printing tech-
nique and developed the MOCVD ZnO/screen printed Ag
back reflector for flexible n-i-p amorphous silicon solar cells.

The ZnO film deposited by MOCVD technique was
chosen to use in combinationwith the screen printedAg layer
since its textured surface could enhance light scattering and
also could quickly cover particles of the porous printed Ag
layer owing to its high growth rate. The solar cells using the
screen printed Ag showed low efficiency and FF as low as
0.33 in the beginning; however, the insertion of the sputtered
ZnO interface layer at the MOCVD ZnO/screen printed Ag
interface was effective in improving the FF as well as the cell
efficiency.The n a-Si:H film was preferable for the deposition
on the rough surface of the MOCVD ZnO film than the
𝜇c-Si:H film due to its less sensitivity to textured surface,
and this allowed further improvements in the 𝑉oc and FF.
The efficiency and QE results of the cell using the MOCVD
ZnO/screen printed Ag back reflector were comparable to
the conventional cell with the MOCVD ZnO/sputtered
Ag, demonstrating efficient performance of the proposed
MOCVD ZnO/screen printed Ag back reflector as well as
possible opportunity to apply low cost screen printed film for
flexible thin film silicon solar cells.
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